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How the Sports Desk reporter of a spoof radio news show became a comedy 
phenomenon, then a big-screen action hero (sort of) — and has remained 

“both a blessing and a curse” to his creator for two decades 
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“steve’s never 
happy. he’s 
constantly 
refining. ”  declan lowney 

The room is deep within London’s 
Fitzrovia, divided from the rest of an 
open-plan office by a glass wall. The 
Alans are Steve Coogan, Rob Gibbons, 
Neil Gibbons and Armando Iannucci.  
The volume is loud.

“I think it’s one of Dante’s circles of 
hell,” says Neil Gibbons. “Just four people 
doing Partridge voices at each other. 
Sometimes laughing, sometimes not.”

A typical writing session in the room, 
which is located at the headquarters of 
Baby Cow, Coogan’s production company, 
will commence with ten minutes of casual 
chat; recurring subjects include cars and 
war documentaries. Then, at last, one of 
the quartet (rarely Coogan) will steer the 
conversation in the direction of a certain 
East Anglian disc jockey. And gradually, 
as if  there’s a zombie plague spreading 
that makes its victims crave Toblerones 
instead of brains, each of them becomes 
Alan Partridge.

“When Armando does it, he commits,” 
laughs Rob Gibbons. “He really does  
the Day Today version of Partridge: 
‘SPORTS DESK!’ But we all get weird 
looks. It’s like a zoo enclosure, people 
walking past like we’re exhibits.”

This is where the twists, turns and 
menial antics of a comedy phenomenon 
are mapped out in minute detail. 
Amazingly, Alan Partridge has now been 
around for 22 years, since first appearing 
in the Iannucci/Chris Morris co-written 
(with others) parody news programme On 
The Hour. And although the endlessly 
naff, gaffe-happy failed TV presenter has 
achieved relatively little during that time 
(notwithstanding his successful dismantling 
of a Corby trouser press at the Linton 
Travel Tavern in 1997), the quality of Alan 
output has remained incredibly high. 

He’s never far from his creator’s mind: 
Coogan frequently texts his collaborators 
with ideas, suggested dialogue and excerpts 
from Paul Daniels’ autobiography, Under 
No Illusion. But the recent spate of Alan-
related media is largely due to the Cheshire- 
born Gibbons twins, whom Coogan refers 
to as “the Partridge writers”. 

Since 2006, the 35-year-olds have 
masterminded a stage show (As Alan 
Partridge And Other Less Successful 
Characters), a book (I, Partridge: We 
Need To Talk About Alan), a quickfire 
internet/TV series (Mid Morning Matters), 
a faux-documentary (Welcome To The 
Places Of My Life) and a spot-on culture-
show spoof (Open Books With Martin 
Bryce). And with Iannucci occupied of 
late with his HBO series Veep, they’ve been 
the driving force behind the long-awaited 
movie, Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa. 

Alan’s journey to the multiplex has not 
been an easy one. Given that laughs are 
traditionally eked from his mundane 
surroundings and small-minded views, he’s 
not the easiest fit for the big screen. And 
while rumours of a film taking the character 
to Hollywood (co-starring Victoria 
Beckham!) fortunately turned out to  
be unfounded, several out-there ideas 
really were kicked about at Baby Cow.

“We had a lot of ridiculous 
discussions,” admits producer Kevin 
Loader. “There were conversations about 
whether we should go international. 
Dubai, or something stupid. They were 
all quickly rejected.”

Coogan himself  confirms that Dubai 
was in the picture, prompting the surreal 
image of Alan scaling the Burj Khalifa in 
a pair of electromagnetic driving gloves. 
“Our idea was that he’d go there because 
he unwittingly saves the life of a prince or 
a member of the Saudi royal family. He’d 
end up being fêted and making lots of 
new friends, but get in over his head. I’m 
glad we didn’t do that; it doesn’t have legs.”

Another premise had Partridge 
returning to London and the BBC 
Television Centre, where years ago he 
pitched “Monkey Tennis” and threatened 
an executive with a wheel of cheese, to 
save the building from an Al-Qaeda siege. 
This idea actually gained some purchase, 
but cold feet and the release of Chris 
Morris’ terrorism-tweaking Four Lions 
put paid to it for good. “A pity, because 
Television Centre would have been a great 
set,” says Coogan. “And it’s available now.”

reception, brochures in the foyer 
advertising Colman’s Mustard Shop & 
Museum, and a sign directing visitors  
to a neighbouring company called 
PenHorizon E-Ware Unlimited. So  
far, so mind-numbingly humdrum.

But things aren’t what they seem. 
Firstly, we’re not on the east coast at all, 
but in Mitcham, south-west London, in  
an abandoned building facing a cricket 
green. Secondly, there are detectable 
indications of unease. There’s the big, 
bland, newly installed logo on the front of 
the building, bearing the words “Shape: 
The Way You Want It To Be”. And, slightly 
more obviously, there’s the man with the 
shotgun holding everyone hostage. 

This is Pat Farrell (Colm Meaney), 
North Norfolk Digital’s late-night DJ.  
A gentle soul by nature, he’s been pushed 
into extreme action by the rebranding of 
the station as Shape by Gordale Media, a 
giant conglomeration. Its first action being 
to sack Pat, he’s retaliated by returning  
to work with a deadly weapon. Hence the 
sequence being shot today — referred  
to on set as “the pizza Taser scene”.

“Alan is in the building mediating 
between the police and the hostages,” 
explains Kevin Loader. “He’s trying to 

keep Pat calm. But then the police bring 
in a bunch of pizzas, with a Taser hidden 
in one of the boxes. It leads to a very tense 
moment for Alan.”

It’s a bizarre experience to see, with 
one’s own eyes, Coogan decked in full 
Partridge garb: cream-hued baseball 
jacket, pale denim jeans, ice-white 
trainers, cool blue shirt and greying wig. 
And it’s just as weird to see the character, 
who typically encounters nothing more 
hazardous than chicken-flavoured tea, 
thrown into a scenario more suited to 
Samuel L. Jackson. The Gibbonses, who 
are sequestered behind a monitor, are 
excited to be pulling off  an “Alan-y” 
version of a Hollywood thriller. 

“We’re fucking around a bit with the 
genre,” says Neil. “A lot of the action 
sequences you see in films are just Alan’s 
wet dreams anyway. He’s played them 
over in his head so much that he can do  
a decent stab at them. But being Alan,  
he doesn’t do them very well.”

Roughly halfway into the six-week 
shoot, the script is still in a state of flux. 
Each morning there are two hours of 
rehearsal, but even when the cameras are 
rolling, dialogue is being perpetually 
finessed. There is a division of 

It begIns In a 
small room, 
full of alans. 

It begIns In a 
small room, 
full of alans. 

• Top: Alan’s (Steve 
Coogan) new ride 
(blagged from Kia,  
in case you couldn’t 
guess). Above: 
Partridge writers/
siblings Neil and Rob 
Gibbons keep an eye 
on the script.

• Old faves Lynn 
(Felicity Montagu) 

and Michael (Simon 
Greenall) also return.

Instead, the final permutation of 
Alpha Papa takes the siege angle and 
gives it a smaller, more Partridgean spin. 
Alan will face down dread foes. He will 
confront his destiny. But he’ll do it in the 
place that feels most right: Norfolk, the 
Wales of the east. 

It continues  
in a radio station, full of peril. 

Empire is wandering the corridors  
of North Norfolk Digital, the obscure 
broadcasting hub that’s home to Alan 
Partridge’s show, Mid Morning Matters. 
On the surface, everything appears to  
be in order: there’s a desolate Norfolk 
landscape hanging on the wall behind >

B r i e f i n g

ALAN 
PARTRIDGE: 
ALPHA PAPA

ReLeASed: August 7

diReCtOR:  
Declan Lowney

StARRiNG: Steve 
Coogan, Colm Meaney, 
Tim Key, Simon Greenall, 
Felicity Montagu,  
Sean Pertwee

StORy: When Pat Farrell 
(Meaney), the late-night 
DJ at North Norfolk Digital, 
discovers he’s been laid 
off, he brings a shotgun to 
work and holds the radio 
station staff hostage. 
Among them, one Alan 
Gordon Partridge 
(Coogan), presenter of  
the semi-successful  
Mid Morning Matters…

A-hA! Yes, that’s the 
catchphrase. Although 
you could have gone with, 
“Jurassic Park!”, “Back of 
the net!”, “Dan! Dan! Dan! 
Dan!” or “Inception…  
No… Inception… No… 
Inception… No… 
Inception… No…”
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responsibility: director Declan Lowney 
focuses on the technical issues, while 
Coogan looks after the acting. Rather 
than going Method as Alan (“That  
would be unworkable,” says Tim Key,  
aka Mid Morning Matters’ hilariously 
unfunny comic relief  Sidekick Simon;  
“it would not be a project I’d be interested 
in working on”), Coogan breaks out of 
character between takes to coach his  
cast-mates. “I’m pretty happy with that,” 
he announces after one take. “Though  
the pizza-eating went on a long time.”

“The way Steve works is that he’s  
never happy with things as they are, so 
he’s constantly refining and refining and 
refining,” says Lowney. “I often turn the 
camera onto him for a two-minute scene 
and he’ll keep talking as Alan for 20 
minutes. But at the end of the day, we all 
want to give him space to make it funnier 
and funnier. What’s also brilliant is that 
it’s actually a good story as well. It’s not 
just a string of gags.”

This may be a thoroughly modern 
Alan (he now has an iPad, loaded up  
with Angry Birds, which he describes  
as a “computerised bird-throwing 
competition”), but Alpha Papa is also 
old-school, in that it brings together 
several beloved characters from 
Partridge’s past for the very first time. 
There’s Dave Clifton (Phil Cornwell), 
Alan’s bitter rival from Radio Norwich. 
There’s Sidekick Simon. There’s Lynn 

busting out a heli-cam for an aerial shot. 
“The TV shows always had a slightly  
low-tech feel,” the director says. “For the 
movie, we thought we had to elevate it  
a bit. But we haven’t gone wild. This is 
just a more widescreen Alan.”

And inside the seafront B&B, the 
Gibbonses — joined intermittently by 
Coogan — are still beavering away at  
the script, which has grown by 27 pages 
since the shoot began. “It’s like we’re on  
a holiday,” says Rob, “but one where we 
have to work 16-hour days.” 

The duo are also already etching  
out episodes for the second series of  
Mid-Morning Matters, due late in 2013. 
“Christ, it’s non-stop,” Rob mock-sighs 
when we bring it up. But despite the 
workload, and all these years in his 
priggish, pompous company, Alan is  
still able to delight and surprise them.

“He can do stuff  a lot of the other big 
sitcom characters can’t,” ponders Neil. 
“He’s stupid and he’s well-read. He’s  
a bigot and he’s liberal. He’s constantly 
trying out different versions of himself,  
so you can do him being an Andy 
McNab-style military expert or a sensitive 
metrosexual. None of which he does  
well, of course, but it gives you plenty of 
avenues to explore. Partridge is a gift.”
nick@empiremagazine.com

ALAN PARtRidGe: ALPhA PAPA iS Out ON AuGuSt 7 
ANd wiLL be Reviewed iN the Next iSSue. 

“the action 
sequences are 
alan’s wet 
dreams... ” neil gibbons

(Felicity Montagu), his long-suffering 
assistant and fungal-foot-powder enabler. 
And, of course, there’s Michael (Simon 
Greenall), his dim-witted Geordie pal.

“It’s nice that they’ve brought Alan 
home, as it were,” says Greenall. “Michael’s 
now working as security at the radio 
station. I guess Alan got him the job, 
because he wouldn’t have been the pick  
of the candidates — the two Poles and 
one Ukrainian who applied. Does he  
do anything heroic? No, he hides in  
a cupboard.”

It ends on    
a wind-lashed pier, full of seagulls. 

Several weeks on, with most of the 
film now in the can, Alpha Papa has taken 
the show on the road. To be precise, it’s 
taken the show on the M11, followed by 
the A11 and a short hop on the A140. The 
production is now deep in Partridge-land: 
the new base of operations is a bed-and-
breakfast in the coastal town of Cromer, 
only a short distance from Norwich. 

Empire’s day in Norfolk is full of 
strange blurrings between fiction and 
reality. A sequence involving a roadshow 
bus driving down the main street of 
Sheringham, with Pat and Alan inside, 
draws a sea of real residents, as well as  
the town’s mayor, who later requests an 
audience with Coogan. Their cheers are 
real — they’re delighted to see the socially 

inept East Anglian visit his home county 
— but will be used in the film in a different 
context. And the Cromer pier, on which 
Partridge and Pat play a game of cat-and-
mouse in the third act, boasts a mixture of 
real posters (“Jim Davidson: The Legend 
Continues”) and ones put there for the 
movie (“Susan Boyle: Coming Soon”).

“It’s great that the film climaxes here,” 
says Rob Gibbons. “We were saying  
the other day that it’s a weird location, 
because it’s one of the few places it’s 
impossible to come to by accident. It feels 
like in the heyday of seaside resorts it 
would have been really lovely. There’s  
a nice big pier, but no-one’s on it.”

Simon Greenall, whose wife’s family 
live in Norwich, says that Partridge hasn’t 
always been popular around these parts. 
“There was a time when we were filming 
at the train station (for the second series  
of I’m Alan Partridge) and people were 
going, ‘Oi, Partridge, you bastard!’ 
Because it was poking fun at its small-
town-ness. But that’s changed now.”  
The words “Partridge shooting season”, 
scrawled on the window of a local 
butcher’s shop, might suggest that not 
everyone’s on board. But cast and crew 
are too busy to worry about that. 

Out on the roads, Lowney is 
scrambling to shoot various bits of 
motor-action (Alan’s obsession with the 
pedestrianisation of Norwich city centre 
will finally come in handy), and even 

• Pat (Colm Meaney) 
goes postal in “the 
pizza taser scene”, 
alongside Sidekick 
Simon (tim Key) and 
unlikely hero Alan.

• Alan briefs Sean 
Pertwee’s PC. Finally 
some much-craved 
media attention.

• Chris Pine as Jack 
Ryan, whose brain is 
so big it won't fit into 
a helmet.

• Alan never got the 
hang of yMCA.

Sir roger Moore
Due to be the first guest on  
Alan’s chat show. got stuck on  
the Chiswick roundabout. 
“I first heard about it from my  
father, who rang me and said, ‘I’m  
very disappointed in you, son. You  
were supposed to be on television  
last night and you never showed up.’  
I eventually saw it and thought it was 
very, very funny.”

DiAne YouDAle  
(Jet froM glADiAtorS)
the star of one of Alan’s unmade tV 
projects, a millennium barn dance  
at Yeovil aerodome.
“Initially I wasn’t sure how to take  
Alan Partridge having my pic up in  
his hotel room. But in later years his 
only heartthrob became Shakira, so  
I was flattered. What do I think of his 
barn dance idea? Genius!”

Bill oDDie
Alan’s closest showbiz pal and 
binoculars-lender. 
“People ask me, ‘Aren’t you offended?’ 
Why would I be? I’m offended when I’m 
not in it! When I bought the book, the 
first thing I did was flick through to see 
how many times I was mentioned.  
I thought I was grossly underfeatured. 
I’ve always been a huge fan — he’s one 
of the greatest comedy characters of  
all time, up there with Spinal Tap.”
 

gArY nuMAn
Creator of Alan’s go-to air-bass track, 
Music for Chameleons.
“I was sitting at home, glued to 
Partridge as always, with my wife 
Gemma and a couple of friends from 
Brazil. Then Alan starts to play air-bass 
to one of my songs. I leaped out of  
my chair and ran around the room,  
while the phone started ringing with 
people telling me to turn on the TV.  
My Brazilian friends had no idea what 
had just happened.”

Pals 
Of 

Partridge
HOw dO AlAn’S  Celebr Ity  ‘fr IendS ’ 
feel  AbOut be Ing  mAde PArt Of  tHe 

PArtrIdge  mytHOS?

Pals 
Of 

Partridge
How do AlAn’s  celebr ity  ‘fr iends ’ 
feel  About be ing  mAde pArt of  tHe 

pArtridge  mytHos?

>

• director declan 
Lowney (curly) 

confers with Coogan 
(comb over) on set.
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A-HA! A-HA! A-HA! 
A-HA! A-HA! A-HA! A-HA! A-HA! A-HA! A-HA! A-HA! 
A-HA! A-HA! A-HA! Are you getting sick of it yet? I’m not.  
It doesn’t bother me.”

Back in 2009, on stage for his tour As Alan Partridge And  
Other Less Successful Characters, this was how Steve Coogan 
welcomed the audience as Alan. Four years on, he still has  
mixed feelings about the monster he’s created. 

“I never thought I’d create something with so much traction,” 
he tells Empire at our Alpha Papa photo shoot, surrounded by 
paper Partridge masks. “It’s both a blessing and a curse. I love 
doing it because it makes me laugh. But if  I wasn’t doing other 
things, I’d go mad. And it’s not the thing I’m most in love with 
— I just did a film with Judi Dench that I wrote, Philomena, 
which I think is the best thing I’ve ever done. So when I come and 
talk about Alan, there’s definitely an element of, ‘I’m fulfilling  
a contractual commitment to promote the film.’”

On set, when Empire grabbed 12 minutes with 
Coogan in a dressing room marked “Alan”,  
shortly before he went to get his bare buttocks 
photographed for a gag in the film, he was tired 
and downbeat, saying, “People think, ‘You must 
be having a great time on Partridge.’ It’s fucking 
like pulling teeth. It’s tough and I’ve got a stinking 
cold, but you’ve got to carry on, haven’t you?” But 
when we catch up again in mid-May, towards the 
end of the Alpha Papa edit, his mood is much sunnier.

“It’s in great shape. We’re tightening it up all the time. 
The working cut was two hours, 45 minutes; there was a lot of 
shit in there. But I’m very happy with it now. We just did some 
reshoots: my performance in one scene was just okay. And it has 
to be better than okay, this film.”

This quest for perfection is nothing new. Back in 1992, after 
being commissioned to make a six-episode spoof chat-show vehicle 
for his On The Hour sports presenter Alan Partridge, Coogan 
decided to create a look for the character. No matter that both On 
The Hour and the new show, Knowing Me Knowing You, were on 
the radio. “I went to Lillywhites, at the top of Regent Street,” he 
recalls, “to buy a golfy Pringle sweater, some old-mannish trousers, 
slip-on shoes, a tie and a shirt. I came back, put it all on and then 
combed my hair a certain way. Even though it was a radio show,  
I wanted the live audience to look at me and believe I was Alan.”

He’d been birthed as a one-note, throwaway character, called 
Alan because it sounded sporty. (“We didn’t want a name that 

could have been an intellectual,” notes Coogan. “And I don’t know 
any intellectuals called Alan.”) But a cult following soon began to 
grow. And in 1994, when Partridge transferred to TV with The Day 
Today and the new Knowing Me Knowing You, things went nuts.

While The Day Today offered more sublimely muddled sports 
commentary (“The proof is in the pudding, and in this case the 
pudding is a football...”), his faux chat show was the real kicker, 
boldly messing with the format of studio-bound TV. “In those 
days the BBC didn’t interfere at all,” Coogan notes. “You could 
do really radical things.” Each episode slowly unravels and  
ends in disaster, whether it’s a Roger Moore no-show or Alan 
accidentally killing a guest. The latter incident set up the radically 
different next series, I’m Alan Partridge, in which Alan is stuck in 
a travel tavern, desperately trying to salvage his career. 

“The change in format meant we could explore his world 
more,” says Coogan. “It was a big gamble; it could have been 
terrible. But we started to find our feet in terms of his private 

thoughts and dark moments. We chose the travel tavern 
because there are certain things, like dual carriageways 

and cheap business hotels, which are not featured in 
narratives because they’re seen as dull. That makes 
them interesting to us.”

There is no clear point at which Coogan stops 
and Partridge starts. They share certain tastes in 
music and a few opinions. Coogan even admits to 

slipping on a pair of driving gloves to cruise around 
in his Morgan. The major difference is his politics: 

“Alan is a Daily Mail-reading Little Englander. And  
I hate the Daily Mail and I hate Little Englanders.” 

He’s more sympathetic to the fans who approach him constantly, 
yelling “A-ha!” or quoting 21 year-old lines he can’t remember. “I 
can still recite Monty Python skits that I memorised from vinyl,” 
he says, “but it would be weird if  I watched my own stuff  over 
and over.” Although, like Partridge in the classic episode To Kill 
A Mocking Alan, he’s been dogged by a stalker or two. “There 
was a guy who ran a fanzine who was a bit intense. When he got it 
out of his bag once I saw all these copies of Guns & Ammo. That 
freaked me out a bit. His interests were Alan Partridge and guns.”

Milder devotees have used advanced algorithms to figure out 
Alan’s age: 58. Coogan confesses to not having a clue, but whatever 
the case, Alpha Papa is far from the broadcaster’s final bow.

“I feel like I need a break from him and everything associated 
with him,” he sums up. “But I’ll come back at some point. I quite 
like the idea of Alan doing a documentary series that’s a sort of 
odyssey around Britain. There is life in the old dog yet.”

A L A N  A N D  S T E V EA L A N  A N D  S T E V E
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Steve Coogan on his life in the pear tree    w o r d s  NICK DE SEMLYEN    p o r t r a i t  CHARLIE GRAY

“doing alan is fucking like 
pulling teeth. it’s tough. ”   

A S Igned 
AlAn  

PArtrIdge 
mASk

want a chance to own 
Partridge’s face with 
Coogan’s name on it?  
head to empireonline.

com/alanpartridgecomp 
and answer the 

embarrassingly easy 
question. Simples.

a s igned 
alan  

partridge 
mask

• Steve Coogan 
photographed exclusively 
for Empire at Leica 
Studio, London, on  
April 16, 2013. Di
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